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PREFACE TO THE SECOND
EDITION

The first edition of The Creek New Testament According to the
Majority lext having been depleted, Thomas Nelson Publishers re-
quested us to produce a second edition. Changes herein are few in the
text and apparatus, and largely consist of correcting typographical er-
rors, chiefly accent marks. We also thought it would be helpful to pro-
vide a brief preface to summarize the detailed introduction.

RECEPTION OF THE MAJORITY TEXT

The editors are gratified that several schools and classes are using
our Testament as a text and that the demand is extensive enough to
warrant a second edition.

Those who are friendly to the Majority Text viewpoint are pleased
to have a compact and easy-to-read edition of a text that has only been
discussed and written about heretofore. Those who are neutral have
welcomed the edition as a contribution to the open market of ideas in a
science that has not yet produced the final answer. Even those of an
opposing viewpoint have largely agreed that it is useful to have such an
edition. This is true because our text can help in making comparisons
with other text forms. For example, it is much easier to sense the impact
of the triple trisagion in Revelation 4:8 by seeing it in print than merely
by reading the little Latin word nonies in the Nestle-Aland apparatus.

WHAT THE MAJORITY TEXT IS

The Majority Text is a text that employs the available evidence of
the whole range of surviving manuscripts rather than relying chiefly on
the evidence of a few. lio us it is unscientific to practically ignore eighty
to ninety percent of the evidence in any discipline.

For all intents and purposes since Westcott and Hort's time, the
readings of the majority of manuscripts have been rejected as "late and
secondary." Much of the support for this approach has been the theory
that there was an official ecclesiastical recension thrust upon the church
in the fourth century thus explaining the preponderance of so-called
Byzantine manuscripts thereafter. Another support was that no manu-
script evidence before the fourth century apparently supported Byzan-
tine readings. Further, a handful of alleged conflations was used to
suggest that the traditional text was full of them. (Actually, all manu-
scripts have some.) History has not yielded any evidence of such a

recension, and this aspect of the theory is now largely abandoned.
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second- and third-century papyri now support many readings that were
once dismissed as "late ' Furthermore, many of the "conflations', can
be just the opposite: a fuller text from which part has dropped out by
such things as homoioteleuton, stylistic or theological considerations,
or sheer carelessness.

we hold that ultimately the history of the transmission of each
book of the New Testament should be traced by means of a genealogi-
cal tree. This method failed under westcott and Hort precise[, becauie
they refused to give the proper weight and role to the maloiity of the
extant manuscripts. But when the whole range of evidence is properly
used, genealogy becomes the most viable änd promising optio; fot
determining which reading is original when the evidenie is signifi-
cantly divided. Unfortunately, this method is presently possible on-iy in
the Pericope Adulterae and in Revelation because a large percentagä of
the materials has never been fully collated in the rest oJ the New ürt"-
ment. ln these two places, through the extensive work of von soden and
Hoskier, most of the manuscript evidence has been minutely collated.
ln the rest of the New Testament we were forced to rely heavily on von
soden's wor\, augmented by Tischendorf (further augmbnted bv Legg in
Matthew and Mark). There is still much work to do in New TestamLnt
textual criticism, espe'cially if one believes in carefully sifting all the
evidence rather than in leaning so heavily on the small body äf Egypr
ian manuscripts that happen to be our oldest extant copies.

HOW TO USE THIS EDITION

ln most of the New Testament you will find two apparatuses. The
first apparatus is the one of greateit interest to us, because it details
divisions within the Majority Text tradition. Rather than listing the sigla
of scores of individual manuscripts, we use a form of shorthaid to inäi-
cate how much of the majority tradition supports a reading. For exam-
ple, one that is supported overwhelmingly by the traditioi, ordinarily
eighty-five to ninety percent, is indicatea uy ine large cerman Ul, thä
rymbol chosen by Kurt Aland for the Majoriry Texias a whole. ti the
Mqloritv Text is largely united but with defections in some strands, the
boldfaced Roman M is used. when there is a real division, the mi (pt: the Latin partim)indicates the divisions. sometimes-because the in-
dividual uncials and papyri cited are on the side not chosen tbr the
text-it appears, from a superficial reading of the symbols, that support
for the chosen reading is weaker than for its rival. tiut it must be ,n'dur-
stood that the Mpt on the left of the "vs" in any case represents more
manuscripts than the uncials or papyri cited on the right. because it has
been traditional to put special weight on our ordest iodices (x, B, anJ
A) and more recently on the even older papyri, we decided to detail this
material in the apparatus.

- The coptic G stands for the Egyptian manuscripts which largely
form the basis of most critical texts. Each book has a slightly diffäni
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formula, indicated in the beginning of the apparatus of that book, of the
manuscripts that support thö Egyptian tradition. When all or nearly. all
are united, the lettei G is used. When there is significant division, they

are listed individually.
The second apparatus is of special interest to those who prefer the

Critical Text (cr: found in Nestle-Aland" and UBS') or are anxious to
knor,v horv it compares with the'Majority Text. Here the sigla so familiar
to users of the Nestle tradition are utilized. These are explained in the

full introduction. One new symbol that we have invented is a little
btack dot in front of a word to show that it is merely a spelling variation
with no real difference in meaning. The second apparatus shorrus how
often the textual evidence is divided between the vast majority on one

side and the Egyptian manuscripts on the other. At times some of the
latter also support the Majority Text.

ln the passage about the adulterous woman, there is a single apPa:

ntus using num-bered footnotes. Here the varied strands are divided
into Mr thiough Mz (the same division von Soden uses, except that_ we

substitute the M for his tower case mu). Though we heavily depend on
his detailed work here, our interpretation of the evidence is quite differ-
ent from his.

ln Revelation the remarkably accurate work of Hoskier, augmented

by the more recent'work of Schmid, makes it possible to have much
greater detail than anywhere else, all in one apparatus. Here the evi-

ä"n." is divided using the letters M" through M'. ln this one book the
Majority Text agrees with the Critical Text more than twice as often as it
confomr to thä Textus Receptus. This is no doubt partially due to the
TR's being originally based on a very narro\,v manuscript foundation. lt
is interesting tö note that some of the readings that are chosen as origi-
nal are rougher Greek (more Semitic, for one thing), which is logical,
considering the constraining circumstances of the author in exile.

Finally, it should be stressed that we consider our text to be a signif-
icant step forward for the discipline of New Testament textual criticism.
But at the same time we recognize the large amount of work yet to be

done. lf our premises are correct, the development of genealogical his-

tories for every New Testament book is a desideratum. lt will take many

minds and hands to accomplish the task, but if future researchers con-

clude that we have pointed them in the right direction, the editors will
feet most gratified.-We will also be grateful to Cod for granting the
strength to do our part' 

Arthur L. Farstad

Zane C. Hodges
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INTRODUCI-ION

The New Testament was originally written by its inspired
authors in the Greek language. Through many centuries, until the
invention of printing (about A.D. 1450), it was handed down in
handwritten copies. Of these there now survive approximately
5,000 complete or partial manuscripts. The available witnesses to
the text of the New Testament are far more numerous than for any
other ancient book.

The process of reconstructing the original wording of the
Creek New Testament is known as textual criticism. The history of
this discipline is long and complicated. But the most basic question
that must be answered has always remained the same. That
question is: How should the surviving materials be used in order to
recover the exact wording of the autographs?

The two most popular editions of the Creek New Testament in
use today are those produced by the United Bible Societies (Third
Edition) and by the Deutsche Bibelstiftung (the Nestle-Aland Text,
Twenty-sixth Edition). These two texts are nearly identical. Although
eclectic, both rely heavily on a relatively small number of
ancient manuscripts that derive mainly from Egypt. Among these,
Codex Vaticanus (B) and Codex Sinaiticus (x) are the most famous
uncial (large letter) manuscripts. The most important papyrus
witnesses in this group of texts are the Chester Beatty papyri (I4s 46

cz)and the Bodmer papyri (p667s). The text which results from
dependence on such manuscripts as these may fairly be described
as Egyptian. lts existence in early times outside of Egypt is

unproved.
ln contrast to this kind of text stands the form of text found in

the vast majority of the remaining documents. This text is
recognizably different from the Egyptian text and has been
appropriately designated the Majority Text. lt is true that the
documents that contain it are on the whole substantially later than
the earliest Egyptian witnesses. But this is hardly surprising. Egypt,
almost alone, offers climatic conditions highly favorable to the
preservation of very ancient manuscripts. On the other hand, the
witnesses to the Majority Text come from all over the ancient
world. Their very number suggests that they represent a long and
widespread chain of manuscript tradition. lt is necessary, therefore,
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INTRODUCTION

to postulate that. the.surviving documents are descended fromnon-extant ancestral documenls of the highest antiquity. Thesemust have been in their own time as old o,' o-id",' than tÄe ,ur"i"ingwitnesses from Egypt.
It follows from this that the Majority Text deserves theattention of the Christian world. when.tt tr," issues are properlyweighed, it has. a higher claim to represent the original text thandoes the Egyptian type The latter is probablyl'local texr whichnever had any significan.t currency except in that part 

"i iÄ;ancient world- By contrast, the maloi ity of Äanuscripts were *ioäivdiffused and their ancestrar röots must r"..h back to theautographs themserves. rn the right of this consideration, it isimportant for t.he Church to possess a criticar edition of themajority form. lt is precisely this need that the present edition isdesigned to fill.
The editors..do nrct imagine that the text of this editionrepresents in all particulars the exact form of the o'ginrii.Desirable as such a text certainly is, much furthlr work must bedone before it can be produ.ed. tt'shourd ,r,"iuror" be kept inmind that the present work, The creek,ve- ieitir"rt Accordingto the Majority Text, is both preriminary .nJ provisional. rtrepresents a first step in the directlon of ,.".ogn izingthe value anJauthority of the great mass of surviving Cr"Lf AoiLments. The usemade of those documents in this edltion must be subjected toscrutiny and evaluation by competent schorars. such scrutiny, ifproperly carried out, can result iÄ further O-gr;rr"toward a GreekNew Testament which most accurately räf rects the inspired

au tographs.

TH E WESTCOTT-H ORT TRADITION

ln modern ti.mes, the popurarity that has been attained by theEgyptian form of text is due'chiefly to the labors of B. F. westcottand F. l. A. Hort. Their work on the creek text of the NewTestament was a watershed event in the r,irtoiv oiiextuat criticism.
.ln-1881, westcott and Hort pubrished their two-vorumework, rhe New Testament in tne ofigii*i öä"i.'i" produce thistext they relied heaviry on the witness"of r and n, brt especiaily B.Both of these documents come from the fourth ."ntrry and werethe oldesr avairabre manuscripts in their dt ih; ii"no or text foundin them was described as "neltrar.,, By this term Westcott and Hortmeant to indicate a kind of text raigery untor.r,"d by editoriairevision. ln their view the Neutrar Text had descended more or ressdirectly from the autographs and was exhibited in iti purest form inB.
A key element in the scheme presented by westcott and Hortwas their theory of a Syrian recensibn of the creek New Testament.
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It was their opinion that the great mass of surviving Greek
man uscripts descended from an authoritative ecclesiastical revision
of the text produced sometime about the fourth century. The
locale where the revision might have been made was syrian
Antioch. As a result they held that the majority of the Greek
manuscripts were of secondary character and should be accorded
little weight in determining the original text.

Subseq uent scholarsh ip has wisely discarded the term
"neutral" to describe the Egyptian group of texts. The theory of a
syrian recension has also been widely abandoned. ln spite of this,
the critical texts in current use differ relatively little from the text
published by Westcott and Hort a hundred years ago. rn fact, the
discovery of the papyri has been thought by some-to strengthen
the claims of westcott and Hort about the superiority of x and g.
This point has especially been urged in connection With lrt, a
third-century text substantially similar to B. But actually }ts proves
nothing more than that the kind of text found in B is eartier than g
itself.

Today scholars generally do not argue that the Majority Text
stems from a revision of earlier texts. lnstead it is often viewed as
the result of a long-continued scribal process. But this view is
usually presented in vague and general terms. This is not surprising,
because it is virtually impossible to conceive of any kind ör
unguided process which could have resulted in the Majority Text.
The relative uniformity within this text shows clearly that its
transmissional history has been stable and regular to a very large
degree.

It is often suggested that the intrinsic character of the Majority
Text is inferior to the Egyptian. This too was one of Westcott and
Hort's arguments. But this approach usually partakes of an unduly
large element of subjectivity. The fact is that exceilent reasons
almost always can be given for the superiority of the majority
readings over their rivals. ln sum, therefore, the westcottlHort
tradition in textual criticism has failed to advance convincing
objections to the authenticity of the Majority Text.

A MAJORITY TEXT METHOD

The premises which underlie the present edition and
determine its methodology are two. Both of these premises need
to be clearly understood by the users of this text.

(1) Any reading overwhelmingly attested by the manuscript
tradition is more likely to be original than its rival(s). rhis
observation arises from the very nature of manuscript transmission.
ln any tradition where there are not major disruptions in the
transmissional history, the individual reading which has the
earliest beginning is the one most likely to survive in a majority of
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INTRODUCTION

documents. And the earriest reading of ail is the originat one.unless an error is made in the very- first stages of copying, thechances of survivar of the error in extant copies in rarge numbers issignificantly reduced. The later a reading ol'iginrt"r, the less likelyit is to be widely copied.
It shourd be kept in mind that by the time the major extantpapyrus texts were copied, the New'Testament was well over acentury old. A reading attested by such;;;i;";r, and found onryin a small number of äther manu.icripts, is notliail rikeryto be asurvival from the autograph. on the i"ÄtiÄri,"ii i, proo"ury onry anidiosyncrasy of a narrow strand of the tr"Jiiion. The onry way inwhich the acceptance of a substantiar number of minority readingscould be justified is to reconstruct a prausibre transmissionalhistory for them. This was, of course, precisery what westcott andHort tried to do in defense oi x ana n. But ihe'cottapse of theirgenealogicar scheme under schorarry critifisÄ h* nuilified theirmost essential argume.nt. Nothing hai r,"p1.."A it.'-ln the present.edition, whe'rever geneatogicar considerationscould not be invoked, readings o,r"^ih"rri"ärv attested amongthe manuscripts have been pri"nted in the t""t.'rirt this teads to asecond premise.
(2) Final decisions about readings ought to be made on thebasis of a reconsrruction of trreir"triitäf i,i 'rr," manuscripttradition. This means that for each New Testament book agenealogy of the.manuscripts ought to be'conJäcted. The dataavailable for this in the standard sou.rces is presentry inadequate,except for the Apocarypse. rn this edition, tn"räiä'r", a provisionarstemma (famiry tree) oj manuscripts is ofierea ?o, tÄ", L.[."iv.Textual decisions in Reveration are made on the basis of thisgenealogical reconstruction. Also, a provisional stemma is offeredfor John 7:53-g:1-r;_and here, too,'decision, ,bout the text arebased on stemmatic factors.

It is true, of course, that most modern textuar critics havedespaired of the possibirity of using the genearogicar method.Nevertheless, this method remains the"onrv rJgiiriäne. rf westcott.ld Hort employed it poorly, ii is not'foi iÄ"i 
'"rron ro beabandoned. tn fact, the' maiä'r impediment to lhi, method inmodern criticism has been tÄe fairur" i";";";;ize the craims ofthe Majority Text. Any text-forr *ith exceedingly rarge numbers ofextant representatives is very tikery to be tri"',är"rl, .r ,-i.r,stransmissionar chain. Ail genealogicat r".onriir.iiän ,r,orrd takethis factor into account. tr p"Äirt"nt preference for a smailminority of texts cannot 'be 

.su.rrenbered, ir,"n naturarygenealogicar work wiil prove impossibl" ii;ir;;ssiäirity, however,will rest.on.this preference and not on the intlinsil deficiencies ofthe method itserf. The present eJition is in no'*äy r"r,"red by apredilection for a smail handf ur of manuscripts,whether very ancient
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or somewhat later. lt seeks to track the original text in the vast
body of the surviving documents. where possible, this has been
done stemmatically.

THE BASIC APPARATUS

since for most of the New Testament stemmatic work is not yet
feasible, the present edition operates within this reality. The
apparatus for all but John 7:53-8:11 and the book of Revelation
takes a basic form which must now be described.

(1) The First Apparatus. ln all cases where the available
sources indicate that there is a significant division within the
surviving manuscripts, the problem is assigned to the first
apparatus. This stands, wherever it is required, immediately below
the text material. Also assigned to this apparatus is another class of
variant. The 1825 oxford edition of the Textus Receptus was em-
ployed as a working base against which the manuscript data were
compared. wherever our text differs from the oxford Textus
Receptus, the variation is noted in the f irst apparatus. only in a few
instances of typographical errors and in certain kinds of spelling
variants is this not the case.

(2) The Second Apparatus. ln the second apparatus are to be
found all the places, not already included in the first apparatus,
where this edition differs from the United Bible societies and
Nestle-Aland texts. Here, too, only some spelling variations are
excluded from consideration, along with typographical errors in
the other texts. when this apparatus is used in conjunction with
the first one, the reader of this edition willhave before him all the
significant dif ferences between the Majority Text and that found in
the other two widely circulated editions.

(3) Footnotes and sigla. lf a variant reading is to be found in
the first apparatus, this fact is indicated in the text by a footnote
number placed after the last word affected by the variation. lf a
variant is found in the second apparatus, a different set of sigla is
employed. These are as follows:

signifies the addition of one or more words at the point
indicated.

signifies the omission of the word before which it is
placed.

iignify the omission of the words enclosed by these two
s ign s.

signify the transposition of the words enclosed by the two
sign s.

tL
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Papyri:

lt', third or fourth century (Matthew 26:19-52)

$nt, third century (extensive portions of the four gospels
and Acts)

lo", ca. 200 (extensive portions of the Pauline corpus and
Hebrews)

ln', third century (extensive portions of Revelation)

I"t, ca. 200 (extensive portions of lohn)

l'2, third or f ourth century (1 Peter 1 :1 -5 14;2 Peter 1 :1*
3:1 8; Jude)

l's, third century (extensive portions of Luke and.f ohn)

p"" f ourth century (Mark 2:1-26)

Uncials:

x, Codex Sinaiticus, fourth century (New Testament)

A, Codex Alexandrinus, fifth century (most of New
Testament)

B, Codex Vaticanus, fourth century (lacks I Timothy to
Philemon, Hebrews'9:14 to end, and Revelation)

C, Codex Ephraemi Rescriptus, fifth century (extensive
portions of New Testament)

It willbe observed from this list that each of the four gospels is

represented by at least two papyrus texts, though 137 (Matthew)
and p88 (Mark) are merely f ragments. For the remaining sections of
the New Testament, there is one papyrus representative. Since the
purpose of this edition is the presentation of the Majority Text
tradition, further citation of the papyri was not considered
necessary. The major extensive papyrus texts of early date are
included along with the four famous uncial manuscripts. With the
citation of all these, the user of the Majority Text apparatuses can
gain a reasonably good perspective of the Egyptian type of text. A
deliberate decision was made not to include the readings of Codex
Bezae Cantabrigiensis (D, f if th century) because its highly
idiosyncratic text would have needlessly enlarged the apparatus.
Yet, occasionally, when none of the regularly cited witnesses
supports the variant f ound in the second apparatus, D is

mentioned. So also, on the same basis, are the manuscripts L (eighth

centur|), R (sixth century), W (fifth century), O (ninth century), I (sixth
century), 074 (sixth century), and the minuscule families f I and f 13.

XVI XVII
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Where a consensus of the manuscripts representing the
Egyptian texts exists, they are cited corporately under the siglum
Coptic G. But the composition of G varies from book to book and
can be learned from the information given iust before the first
apparatus on the initial page of each book. lf a regularly cited
manuscript ref lects the Egyptian texts, but is extremely
fragmentary, it is normally excluded from e in the book in
question. To do otherwise would have necessitated calling
attention to its hiatus repeatedly. But if not included in G, the
reader can assume that its nonappearance in the apparatus
indicates its testimony was not available.

A summary of the value of G is:

Matthew, Mark

Lu ke

John

Acts

Romans through 1 Thessalonians

2 Thessalon ians

1 Timothy through Philemon

Hebrews

James

1 ,2 Peter

1 lohn

2 lohn

3 lohn

I ude

Revelation

xBc

!TstrBc

peo zspgg

!4sxBac
p46xBAc

TIBA

rAc
p46xBAc

IIBAC

pT2xnec

rBAC

I(BA

XBAC

IT2XBAC

xAc

ln those books where G represents just three manuscripts, this
siglum is only used when all three agree. Where G has four
representatives, it is used where at least three agree. The reading of
the other member is then given separately or cited in parentheses
with a preceding h. (hiatus). Where there are five repre-
sentatives of G, the siglum is only cited if four agree. The
reading of the otherwitness is either given or a hiatus is indicated.
lf the reading.of a manuscript at any point cannot be determined
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with certainty, it is either left uncited or is followed by a

superscribed Yid. lf it is included within G, its reading should
be regarded as certain.

The readings of the 1825 Oxford Textus Receptus are indicated
by the siglum TR. The concurrence of United Bible Societies Third
Edition and the Nestle-Aland Twenty-sixth Edition is represented
by Cr (critical texts). lf the two editions diverge, they are indicated
by U and N respectively. ln places where these editions employ
brackets in their text, the presence of brackets is signaled by [Cr].
How many of the words in the variation unit are included within
the brackets by these texts must be determined by examining one
or the other of the texts. But if the variation unit includes only a

single word, naturally that is the bracketed word.
The signs * and - indicate that the word or words following

them are either added or omitted. But - may appear by itself to
indicate that all of the words in the text involved in the variation
are omitted by the witness(es) in question.

36 eqv MGa, Cr vs *pev M', TR
16'oorrq pTsBvs Wle; (-poraproq to qurc) in verse 16 x*)

Where there is a transposition involving more than two words,
this may be represented in the apparatus by a series of numbers.
Thus a variation like tz-41shows that the first word of the text
herein is placed after the fourth word by whatever witnesses are
then mentioned. Numbers may also be used to indicate omissions.
A variant like (241 would signal not only transposition, but the
omission of the third word of the text.

As is usual in the citation of manuscripts, an * after the
manuscript designation (e.9., Itu* or C*) indicates the manuscript
has undergone correction at some point in the variation unit. The *

indicates the reading before correction. ln this edition the
readings of correctors are not given. lf a manuscript cited is

enclosed by parentheses - as (x) or (B) - this means that the
manuscript exhibits an orthographical variation of the reading with
which it appears. This is to be distinguished from a citation like
(- x) or (orrlvor for oro04vqr B). The former represents an omission
in x and the latter a substitution in B.

The present edition does not cite the testimony of the ancient
versions or church fathers. Nor are the lectionary texts considered.
This is not because such sources have no value for textual criticism.
Rather, it is due to the specific aims of this edition, in which the
primary goal has been the presentation of the Majority Text as this
appears in the regular manuscript tradition.

(4) Reading the Apparatus. lf the sigla just considered are kept
mind, the apparatus of this edition can be read easily.

ln the f irst apparatus, the entry begins with a superscribed
numeral indicating the number of the footnote in the text to which
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the cited material refers. This is followed by the number of the
verse in which the variant is found. Next come the words in the
text which are affected by the variation in question. After these
words comes the Majority Text evidence followed by the evidence
of any of the regularly cited manuscripts which support this text.
After a comma, TR or Cr mät be cited if either of these likewise
supports the text. Following vs the next reading is given with the
evidence cited in the same sequence as bef ore. Additional variants,
if any, have the same format.

ln the second apparatus, the number of the verse appears first.
This is followed by the variation siglum found in the text. Then
comes the variant itself and the evidence for it. lf one or more
manuscripts have a minor variation from this reading, this variation
is then added in parentheses along with the manuscript(s)
containing it. lf there is more than one such minor variation, any
additional ones are added within the same parenthesis. Separate
minor variations within a parenthesis are set apart by a semicolon.
Following vs comes the evidence for the Majority Text reading.
Minor variations of this reading are handled in the way just
described. lf, however, there is a third major variant, this also
appears in parentheses, but the evidence for the Majority Text is
separated from the parenthesis by a semicolon. Additional major
variations also may appear within the parenthesis similarly set apart
by a semicolon.

42'napetvor pzsg* vs Wlc; (agervar pou N*; fiopogr€vor A)

Since it is the function of the second apparatus to give vari-
ants in which the United Bible Societies and Nestle-Aland texts
differ from the Majority Text, it is normally unnecessary to employ
the siglum Cr in this apparatus. The first cited reading is that of
Cr unless otherwise noted. Exceptions may occur when the two
editions diverge, in which case thesigla U and N are used. ln order
to alert the reader to the presence of brackets in the two editions
being compared, the siglum [cr] appears in the second apparatus
where appropriate. This siglum may, in fact, appear on the same
side as the evidence for the Majority Text reading if the other
editions retain the words of the text within brackets. ln that case,
the evidence for omitting or altering them is what is given f irst.

It also should be understood that in both apparatuses, a

parenthesis not set off f rom the preceding evidence by a semicolon
will often contain only the portion of the preceding reading that is
changed. For example, in Mark 3:25 the second apparatus entry is:

25 2-41xc (orr;vor for orqOqvar B) vs !!le
This means that in the transposition supported by t c, B alters the
word oro04vcr to orr;vor, but otherwise supports the word order
of xc. When the text is consulted, it will show that otoOrlvor is the
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INTRODUCTION

word numbered 1. Of course, lfl and A support the text exactly. lt
will be noted that in a variation like this the siglum /) is employed,
rather than tr. This is because B's difference from the Majority Text
reading involves more than a simple change of word order.

When the evidence supporting the Majority Text is set off by a
semicolon from a following parenthesis, then the full reading of
the manuscript(s) within the parenthesis is given. This is illustrated
in Mark 11:2:

2 tourr<o ovOp<orrov B (t xc)vs M; (rrcorrore ov0pcorr<ov A)
Here the siglum t has been used rather than r\, since the text
contains only the word ovOp<rrrrcov. B has the lengthened reading
ourr@ avOporrov, which is also found in xc in the sequence
ov0p<orrcrrv ounü). M (a slightly reduced majority as compared to
lll; supports the text. ThelfrirO major variant, set off from M by
the semicolon, is that of a and is fully given.

Sometimes a Creek word appearing in the first or second
apparatus will have one or more of its letters enclosed in
parentheses. The parenthesis indicates that the manuscripts cited
have a spelling variation at this point. The most common
occurrence of such a parenthesis is in instances of nu moveable.
The orthography of this edition follows the general practice of the
mass of manuscripts in omitting this nu before consonants. But it
was felt the reader should be reminded that when such aword is in
question in the apparatus, the witnesses may or may not have the
nu. Usually uncial and papyrus readings are cited with the nu, not
enclosed in parentheses, since they normally write it. Whether they
actually have it at any given point has not always been checked.
But if an uncial or papyrus reading is cited without it, it may be
assumed that it is lacking in this instance. Many very common
itacisms in the manuscript witnesses specifically cited are totally
disregarded, and no parentheses are used either to enclose the
letters themselves or the manuscripts. lt was felt wise, however, to
regularly indicate the alternation in the ending -an/e by enclosing
in parentheses the manuscript which itacised this ending. This was
done because the form resulting from the itacism is often
technically a different one,'even if that form is impossible to
construe in the context.

A number of very comrnon spelling variations are intentionally
excluded from the apparatus, since to include them would greatly
enlarge the apparatus without much enhancing its value. The
common variations AoBt6/Aour6 and Mcoorlg/Mcrluorlq are not
treated. Äcpr6 (always) and Mcooqq (usually) are printed in this
edition. Also not treated are the alternations ouror/our<og,
oll/oÄlo, eppe0q/€ppqerl, and errrov/enrcv (along with other
such f luctuations between first and second aorist f orms). Similarly
left out are the orthographic fluctuations in ev(v)evr;rowo and in
such a word as lr1(phperqr. The -aa-/-rr- variation is ignored.

XX
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Abbreviations in the manuscripts of the nomina sacra are not

considered, nor are other abbreviations except in rare instances.

It often happens that in the f irst apparatus the siglum TR is given
after a reading of the Oxford Textus Receptus with no manuscript
rJata cited. This should not be construed to mean that the Textus

Receptus has absolutely no manuscript evidence supporting it,
though this occasionally can be true. Rather, it means that none of
the rögularly cited witnesses support the variant, including none of
the subgroups of the Majority Text. A variant reading found in the
second apparatus also may occasionally appear without any

manuscript citation. This means that none of the materials regularly
referred to in the apparatus support the reading of the United Bible
Societies and Nestle-Aland texts. lf, however, these editions are

supported by signif icant uncial or papyrus evidence not regularly
mentioned, this evidence is usually given.

(5) Determination of the Text. lf no variant reading is cited in
either apparatus, the reader may assume that thqprinted text is, to
thebest of the editors'knowledge, attested bV Wl or M. ln either
case the text thus qualif ies as the Majority Text reading. The siglum
Ill indicates concurrence with all the Majority Text subgroups (so

far as is known). That is to say, the Majority Text as a whole is

essentially united in such cases, though naturally any or all of the
subgroups may have some members that defect. lt is important to
notä that when l|l is printed, the consensus even includes von

soden's I texts (ourMl)which are to be understood to su.pport the
text by a substantial margin. When the support within Mr is not so

great, insofar as determination of this is possible f rom von Soden's
iraterial, lfl is reduced to M.

lf M is printed, and no siglum indicates the defection of a

specific subgroup, it may beassumed that the reason forM is to be

found in thJreduced margin of support f or the text within Mr . But

M is also printed whenever a specific Majority Text subgroup
defects by itself. Such instances are included in the first apparatus
in order that the reader may trace the data of von Soden on such
matters more easily. Thus the user of this text may discover from
the first apparatus the places in which (according to von Soden) a

group like M', for example, has a distinctive reading as over against
the rest of the majority tradition.

But M is not allowed to stand in the apparatus when a

defecting subgroup is joined by substantial evidence from the rest

of the malority representatives. Such readings are designated Mpt.

Mpt readings (in the gospels) also appear wherever the Majority
Text reading cannot claim the support of a strong consensus of von
Soden's Kx texts along with a similar consensus from at least two of
the other three groupings: Mr, M" and Ml. Thus a seriously divided
Kr testimony suffices to produce Mpt even if the other three groups
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are united. But hardly ever do the other three present a cohesive
testimony if Kx does not.

ln choosing a text reading from among Met variations, a strong
preference was normally accorded to the reading of Kr where this
group was essentially united. Of all the groupings within the
majority tradition, K'seems the most likely not to be traceable to
an archetype short of the original text itself. lt remains possible,
pending further analysis, that within Kx are to be found several
strands going back independently to the autographs. By contrast it
is probable, as von Soden thought, that the large groupM.(K') is
traceable to a single source which is not the original text. The same
is probably true of Mr if its unity holds up under investigation. Mt is
hardly a group at all, and its actual connections with the rest of the
majority tradition must be discovered by future genealogical study
of its constituent elements.

Where K' itself was sharply divided within an Md reading, the
rival variations were weighed both in terms of their distribution
within the majority tradition as a whole and with regard to intrinsic
and transcriptional probabilities. occasionally a transcriptional
consideration outweighs even a preponderance of contradictory
testimony from Kr. For example, in the Md reading found in Luke
22:3O, the phrase svrrl pcorlero pou was omitted in 10 of the 13
manuscripts from Kx which von Soden examined. Not only is this Kx
sample much too small to be satisfactory, but the omission could
be due to homoioteleuton in the light of the pou which follows
rparre(ns. According to von Soden, M' reads for inclusion as does
a very large majority of Mr . lt is clearly possible that an error of
omission like this could have happened even more than once in
the Kx texts. lt is perhaps less likely that the phrase suggested itself
to a scribe because of the Boortrerov in verse 29. But the decision is
difficult in the absence of a stemmatic reconstruction of the
man uscripts' transmissional h istory.

It should be understood, therefore, that all decisions about Mpt
readings are provisional and tentative. That the text may very well
be improved with different choices in many cases is readily
admitted by the editors. But choices had to be made and were
made along the lines discussed above. Essentially the same
procedure was followed in the Acts and the epistles, with
pref erence going to von Soden's K (as over against his K" and K') in
much the same way as preference was given to Kr in the gospels. ln
the Acts and epistles, Ml again represents von Soden's I texts. tn
these sections of the New Testament as well as in the gospels, the
texts are hardly to be distinguished from the majority tradition as a
whole.

As all who are familiar with von Soden's materials will know,
his presentation of the data leaves much to be desired. particularly
problematical to the editors of this edition was the extent to which
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lris examination of the K materials appeared to lack consistency. As
lhe specific statements show,at times only a few representatrvesof
Kr in the gospels or of K in the Acts and epistles were examined by
him. How often this was true where he gives no exact figures we
art'left only to guess. His otherK subgroups suffer from the same
shortcoming. That such procedures jeopardize the accuracy of any
independently constructed apparatus is self-evident. But the
generalized data of the other sources (such as Tischendorf or Legg)
were of little value in correcting this deficiency. ln the final
analysis, if the present edition was to be produced at all, the
statements of von Soden usually had to be accepted. How-
ever, where our text differs from what von Soden considered the
common (Koine) reading, it should be assumed that it is due to
further research, or to conflicting data within von Soden's volumes.

What is urgently needed is a new apparatus for the gospels,
Acts,and epistles,covering the entire manuscript tradition. lt should
include complete collations of a very high percentage of the
surviving Majority Text manuscripts. Such an apparatus could then
be used to determine the actual distribution of rival variants within
the majority tradition. Beyond this, it could provide the
indispensable base from which def initive stemmatic work could be
done.

THE APPARATUS FOR IOHN 7:53-8:11

The materials furnished by von Soden for the famous story of
the woman caught in adultery are much more adequate than those
he provides for the rest of the New Testament. Here, in fact, von
Soden completely collated all available copies of this pericope,
more than nine hundred altogether. Though the precise data of
these collations must be painstakingly gathered from his
discussions (and not f rom h is apparatus alone), at least it is

accessible. From it the editors of the present text have constructed
a provisional stemma. This represents their understanding of the
transmissional history of this narrative.

It is clear that the textual troubles which overtook the
pericope began early. lt is omitted by the most ancient witnesses
for the Egyptian tradition, namely, f", 1", N, and B. lt was also
evidently absent from c and even from A, which in the gospels
often sides with the Majority Text. But the joint testimony of these
manuscripts, except perhaps for A, simply may point to a very
ancient copy from which the passage was missing.

There is no compelling reason to doubt that the story is

originally Johannine, despite the prevailing contrary opinion.
Among the marks of Johannine style which it exhibits, none is
clearer than the phrase in 8:6: roüro 6ä öleyov rerpd(ovreg
aüröv. This is a pure and simple lohannism, which is evident by
comparison with 6:6;7:39;11:51 ;12:6,33; and 21:19. Likewise the
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use of the vocative yüvcr (8:10) by Jesus to address a woman is a

lohannine characteristic (cf. 2:4; 4:21; 19:26; cf. also 20:13, 15).
The phrase p4xdrr äpdprove (B:11) occurs nowhere else in the
New Testament, except John 5:14, and the historic present of
öyouor (8:3) is consonant with John's frequent use of this idiom.

Nor is the narrative improperly suited to the place where it is

found in the overwhelming majority of the nine hundred copies
which contain it. On the contrary, a setting at the Feast of
Tabernacles (cf .7:2,14) is ideal for the story. lt was on just such an
occasion, when Jerusalem was crowded with pilgrims, that
strangers might be thrown together with the resulting sin around
which the story centers. An interview with a woman in a court of
the temple would likely have been in the Court of the Women.
And that is evidently where Jesus was, as the reference to the
"treasury" in 8:20 indicates. Moreover, the way in which the
woman's accusers are driven to cover by the moral exposure which
Jesus brings upon them furnishes a suggestive introduction to the
initial iohannine reference to the Lord as the Light of the World
(8:12). The setting of the incident at daybreak is likewise suitable
(ct.8:2) since the rising sun furnishes the natural backdrop for the
same title. lt is in fact to the sun (not the temple candelabra, as Hort
thought) that the title Light of the World refers (cf .9:4,5; 11:9).
Finally, as the Qumran finds have shown (cf. 1QS iii 6-7'5, the
thought of forgiveness of sin experienced here by the woman is
properly linked to the phrase"light otlif e" (8:12).

ln view of the features of Johannine style that have been noted
and the narrative's almost unique suitability to this context, the
idea that the passage is not authentically fohannine must finally be
dismissed. lf it is not an original part of the Fourth Gospel, its
writer would have to be viewed as a skilled Johannine imitator, and
its placement in this context as the shrewdest piece of
interpolation in literary history! Accordingly, the consideration of
the narrative's text that f ollows assumes its Johannine authenticity.

Von Soden distinguished seven subgroups among the Creek
manuscripts containing the pericope. These he designated with the
siglum p (for porlolig) and by a superscribed numeral. ln the
apparatus of the text presented herein von Soden's p has been
changed to M, but his superscribed numbers have been retained.
Thus our Mr : his;.rr, M2 : his trr2, and so on. (This Mr is not to be
confused with the Mr cited elsewhere in the gospels.) ln von
Soden's own stemmatic reconstruction of the textual history of the
pericope (cf . Die Schriften, l, Part 1:524), Mr stands nearest the
archetype, while M7 is the farthest removed. But von Soden's
preference for Mr is unjustifiably influenced by his high regard for
65 (or D) and its close allies in this group. As usual, despite its age
(f ifth century), D is an idiosyncratic text, and Mr as a whole is not
very usef ul in reconstructing the originalform of the story.

INTRODUCTION

While a brief introduction is not the medium for fully
cxplaining how a stemma can be constructed, the general contours
of the method can be stated. A valid stemma must have the power
lo explain the descent of the readings in a natural way. Each

hypothesized intermediate archetype must show itself to be the
starting point of more than one reading which appears below it on
the stemma, but not above. Where there is mixture, as there always
is, the stemma should be able to disclose the probable source of
rnost of it. Moreover, the readings f ound high on the stemma should
quite often easily be seen as the natural progenitors of readings
lower down which developed from them. ln particular there ought
to be some readings treated as original which are noticeably
superior to their rivals. When a stemmatic tree can pass all these
tests at once, it has a high probability of being correct.

Below is given the projected family tree for the seven M
groups containing the pericope. Some discussion of its justif i.cation
will follow. A solid line indicates direct descent, while a broken
line signif ies mixture. The direction from which the mixture came
is shown by the arrow. Greek letters designate the intermediate,
but lost, connecting archetypes which the genealogy must
necessarily presuppose. The stemma then is as follows:

M4 M3

Stemma of John 7:53-8:11

From this diagram it can be seen that M6 is viewed as the
original form of the pericope from which all the other groups are
descended. M6 is a substantial group which includes approximately
250 manuscripts. Very many of these are associated with Johannine
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texts which von Soden identifies with Kx. But M6 had its own
stemmatic development, as its nearly even division on certain
readings attests. Future investigators could profitably pursue the
stemmatic analysis of M6 itself.

Another large and inf luential group is found in Ms, comprising
some 280 manuscripts. The large number of its representatives
suggests that its origins are early. But the text it exhibits, over
against M", shows marks of revision. M7 is a grouping of
approximately 260 texts, many of which are to be associated with
von Soden's K'family. lt has only one distinctive reading of its own
(at 8:7) and is otherwise a composite of M6 and Ms. An
examination of its variants suggests that Ms is the source from
which corrections were made on a base that was fundamentally
M6.

The remaining groups are much smaller and their f undamental
texts a bit harder to determine. The largest Sroup among these is

M2 which comprises only about forty manuscripts. All of these,
along with Ms, show signs of derivation from a common archetype,
which on the diagram is designated c.

The plausibility of the proposed stemma can be shown by a

consideration of some of the variant readings, which, although not
exhaustively discussed herein, will be sufficient to illustrate the
general method by which stemmatic problems were resolved.

These are the variants to be considered:

(1)7:5', :Ill8il il:;: 
" '

erropeuOq M3 s

erropeuOr;oov Mr 2

The original reading is the .f ohannine word orr4l0ev, preserved by
M6 and M7. As the stemma suggests, Ma exhibits mixture from M6,
but only in 7:53-8:11 which (as von Soden has shown) was often
treated separately by the documents. A portion of Ma was revised
to the plural anr1lOov. The reading enopeuOq of M3 and Ms
belongs to the archetype q. lt is an obvious contextual
harmonization with the same verb in B:2 and was probably thought
to improve the style. The changeto a plural in Mr and M2 either may
have been made independently or is an evidence of mixture.

(2) 8:2 Bo0eog 4l0ev o lrloou5 M6
fiqpeyevsro Mt234s7

The word Bo0ecog,retained by M",is not used by lohn elsewhere.
But its appearance in the phrase öp0pou Bo0ito5 in Luke 24:1 does
not mean it is a Lucan word. lt is likely that the expression öp0poS

Ba0rig was as idiomatic as our own "early morning,"and if so there
is no reason why John should not use it in the one narrative where
it is needed. On the other hand, the ql0ev of M6 is a typical

INTRODUCTION

lolrarrnine word, while iohn uses rrqpoYlv:por els.ewhere only in
't:2 

t, Ihe droppin,;i"tqooug by all but M6 is suspicious,sincethe

krng rrqpeY€vtro covers approximately the sa.me space as

iÄöfNOfb would when the nomen sacrum is used. lt appears.as

i;i;;;;;ÄoiNöie might have been illegible to.the scribe of the

art heiype o, or a ptedursor of that archetype' lf so' nqp€Ytvtro
*,rut,t'be the scribe's conjecture. This conjectural emendation also

r oulcj have led to the accidental omission of pooeo5. M7

ilrlroduced here the reading of Ms'

(3 ) B:3 * rrPoS ourov MrPt 3Pt s 6Pt 7

- rrPo; ourov MrPt 2 3Pt 4 6Pt

This reading remains very questionable, with M6 split almost evenly

between uäding and o*itting the phra.se.. Until M6 is further

iÄ.iyruA, it is härJ to know w"hat its original read.ing (and that of
lfr" ärtograph) was. ln any case, the widespread. influence of the

nu."ror", M"'manuscripti has ied to extreme fluctuation in the

rradition. Perhaps fipos qurov was re8arded as redundant by some

scribes, coming ro ioon after the tatie phrase in verse 2. But the

clecision here."riO go either wäy, in the light of available

knowledge.

(a) 8:3 1;: il;;:,
The stemma adequately accounts for this variant. The reading -rco
is a mere scribal ämissi'on made in archetype y, which Mz picks up

f rom Ms , as usuallY haPPens.

(5) 8:a tlrrov M3 4 6

)\eYouotv Mt2 s7

f ohn uses both the past and present tenses of the verb leyo/etrrov
i" f,ii gospel. Thä stemma, however, suggests that leyouorv

ärigin",ät *itn the archetype y. The present tense is then a

contextual harmonization witfr fne same tense of ayouol in the

preceding verse, since qYot,ol and }eyouorv belong to the same

ientence. Mz revises to Ms here too'

6 8:a 

,iilTfifil#i'#,.;
The rourrlv eupoptv of M6 and M7 has an overwhelming claim to

oritinatity. rn" stornful use of the demonstrative pronoun .is..a
cleär Johannine trait (cf. 6:52;7:15;18:30; 21:21; but especially

ö,igf .'fh" verb euproxä also is frequently used.by.f ohn. Surely it is

not lonceivable t'hat a scribe originated a variant like this, while

the reading qurrl n yuvn erlr;rrrclr-would easily be worked up from

XXVII
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the yuvorxo . . . xorerlr;ppevrlv of verse 3. The stemma also is able
to show how a f urther harmonization occurred in archetype 6 with
the addition of the prefixed xor. Ms then changed to an aorist. The
M7 editor left his basic text untouched here. Naturally, the
subsequent potxsuoF€vnv of M5 and M7 had to become
porx€uoF€vq in Mr 2 3 4 s,which it did.

(7) 8:5 ev 6e rco voFcrl np<ov M(co)oqg M2 3pt 6 7

ev 6e rtrr vopto 4prv M(to)o45 M3Pt 4

ev 6e rco vop<o M(co)or;g qplv MrPt 5

Another Johannine trait is the use of nptov after vopcrr. The Fourth
Gospel is distinctive in its use of expressions like "our/yourltheir
law.i' Stemmatically, it seems likely that the original reading
retained by Mu and M7 was reintroduced via mixture into M2 and a
portion of M3. The reading of Mru a would have been the reading
of archetype o.Mrpt s represents the reading of archetype 6. lt
should be noted that whenever a partim reading is given only once
in the apparatus (as here f or Mril), this means that the remaining
members of the group are too divided to cite.

(8) 8:5 h0o(erv MrPt 2 3 
'r 

6

h0oBolero0<rl Mret s 7

Clearly the correct word and the only one used elsewhere by John
(10:31 ,32,33;11 :8) is the verb fu0o(erv. The lugubrious-sounding
h0oBolero0qt can perhaps be traced to the redactor of Ms, from
which group it touched Mr. Alternatively, llOoBolero0al may

belong to archetype 6, and a part of Mt has then been revised f rom
another source, likely M6.

(e) 8:s :ffi: :ilffi M:l::::"
The construction rr leyerq rrepr is Johannine (cf . 1:22 and 9:171' Of
216 stable M6 manuscripts, von Soden reports a margin of 134 to 82
in favor of *rrepr ourns. The omission can probably be traced to
the archetype 6. But it is not certain whether this archetype was
affected by a strand of M6 or has itself influenced a branch of the
M6 texts. Probably the former is true. Once again, M7 appears to be
influenced by Mt, while a portion of Mr reintroduces the words.
Alternatively, the omission originates with Ms and affects a portion
of Mt. A decision on this point is not important. But see variant
(11 ).

(10) 8:6 
xffils:TJ 

*11, 
, 

M2 3 4 6 7

Both xqrrlyopecr1 (5:45 twice) and xorrlYoprq Kqro (18:29) are

used by.fohn. (The omission of Kqrq in 18:29 by x*, B,and a few
others is likely to be a mere scribal fault. lt stands against 166, A, C,

and Ul.) Here stemmatic considerations permit a decisive choice.

XXVIII
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Kurrlyopelv belongs to archetype 6, where the redactor may have

rlisliked the seeming harshness of Kqr ' ' ' Ksr'

(1 1 ) 8:6 -prl rrpoorroroup€vo5 Mtet I : 
n 

-"t+ prl fipoofiolcr'rp€vos MrPt 5 6Pt 7

()f the 216 stable M6 texts, von Soden gives 122 to94 in favor

of omission. The array of the families here strongly resembles that

lor variant(9). Here, too, the preferable explanation may be that
archetype'O 

'h.r 
been inf luenced by an ancient branch of M6. See

tliscusii'on of variant(9). Mn rrpoorrorouptvos looks like a scribal

gloss.

(12) 8:7 trr€p<rlrcovres M2Pt 6

€P(r)rG)vr€S Ml 2Pt34s7

f <rhn employs errepo)rqo) twice elsewhere (18:7, 21), but uses

op(r)Tq(l) many times. Nevertheless, tfi€poTovrss is suitable in
<'ontext, especially if it has intensive force. The omission of the
prefixed err would then be a simple case of haplography facilitated
ily the proximity of the two t's. The error belongs to archetype o. A
part of M2 revises (from M6), as does M7 (f rom Mt ).

(13)B:7 
il:fffY,:i-o,t"r, , n

CIvoKut{ros MtPt s 7

A tendency of the scribe or editor of archetype o to internally
harmonize the vocabulary of the passage has already been

observed in variants (1)and (6). This happens here again when he

replaces cvoBleqrog by ovexutlre(v) xot, suggested by the
Kqro) Kuqros of verse 6 and the xqroruqosof verse'10. The style is

slightly enhänced by avoiding the participle. But the archetype 6,

asln variant (6),has a more slavish harmonization which conforms
precisely to ovorur{rog in verse 1 0. As usual, M7 f ollows Ms'

(1a) 8:e 
:: 3: :x:ffi:Ilä,#;;:"ve,6r1oeo5 erevxope-

vol Ms 6Pt 7

Kqr M4

The apparent scribal gloss uTro TrlS ouver64oeco5 eleyXopevor is

found in 99 of von Sodän's 216 stab[e M6 texts. lt may have entered
Ms from there, and from Ms it could enter M7. Uniquely, Ma

shortens the original text, and an illegible exemplar might well be

the reason for this.

(1 5) 8:9 lt.S 
r<ov aoxqro)v Mrpt 2 3 4 6 7

ttos Tcov eoxqrtov Ms

Omission of r(|)s ro)v soxqT(l)v is nothing but an error of

homoioteleuton in Ut. lt was occasioned by the -cov with which
rrpeoBurep<ov terminated. The redactor of M7, who generally
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nine hundred manuscripts containing the pericope. Of course the
use of this siglum does not imply that all eight hundred agree with
the text, but the bulk of them do so. lf Ms secedes from this
consensus, but does not carry any other family with it, the siglum
becomes M. All combinations of witnesses other than those just
mentioned are treated as equivalent to an Md reading and are
included in the apparatus. But instead of the generalized Mpt
designation used elsewhere, the individual family groups are
specifically mentioned. lf no entry is f ound in the apparatus at any
point, the^_reader may conclude that the printed text has the value
of either !!l or M.

The editors encourage all serious students of the text of the
New Testament to analyze the data offered in the apparatus, which
also may be supplemented by consulting von Soden (Die Schriften,
I , Part 1:486-524; Part 2:717-765). On ly if the stemmatic
reconstruction is searchingly evaluated can its provisional nature
be advanced to the level of practical certainty. This calls for the
cooperation of many minds.

THE APPARATUS FOR THE APOCALYPSE

ln the book of Revelation the student of the text no longer
depends on the work of von Soden. Replacing von Soden's
apparatus is H. C. Hoskier's two volume study of the manuscripts,
Concerning the Text of the Apocalypse (1929). ln what remains an
impressive model for all future work of this kind, Hoskier
assembled a detailed presentation of the variant readings found in
all of the Creek manuscripts accessible to him. There is a total of
256 minuscules (small letters) in his list. When the manuscripts not
collated by him are subtracted from this list, and certain other
ad justments are made, there remain 215 texts. Of these,only 11 can
be identified as copies of surviving manuscripts, so that, if they too
are left out of consideration, the valuable minuscule witnesses
amount to 204. Since Hoskier's time, f resh manuscript accessions
have increased this total somewhat, but for the purposes of this
edition Hoskier's materials are sufficient. Of course j47 was
unknown to Hoskier, and its readings have been added to those of
x, B, A, and C for the apparatus of this text.

The other modern investigator whose work on the Apocalypse
was indispensable to the editors is Josef Schmid. Schmid's study of
the text of Revelation builds heavily upon the data furnished by
Hoskier, and his conclusions appear in his Studien zur Ceschichte
des Criechischen Apokalypse-fextes (l 1/2,ll, 1955-56). Schmid
found the manuscripts of the Apocalypse to divide into four
fundamental text-forms which he calls Andreas, K (the Koine),
pa7-x,and A and c. Of these,he accords the highest status toA and
c as the best representatives of the original text. But Schmid
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altanc|ons any thought of an ecclesiastically standardized Creek
lexl in Revelation, such as Hort proposed for the New Testament as

E whole, and regards all four text-forms as going back at least to the
fourth century. The extensive data and discussions which Schmid
lef t as his legacy to all researchers in the Apocalypse are immensely
valuable. The editors acknowledge their debt to him, even when
tl'tr,ir c<lnclusions differ f rom his own.

lrr editing the text of Revelation, the method is essentially
the rame as that employed in JohnT:53-8:11. The Sreater volume
nl lhe material makes it impractical to review the problems as

exlr,nsively as was done f or that pericope. Here also, as in the f ohn

lld\sage, the results are presented as provisional and tentative. The

dlrcussion to follow will give the general outlines of the proposed
approach, but the data must chiefly be sought in the apparatus
Itrr.lf. lt remains for the community of New Testament scholars to
wr,igh these data in the light of the projected stemma.

The genealogical history which is presupposed for the text of
lhir edition is diagrammatically represented below. Dotted lines
rtfl,rih ref lect some of the principal routes of mixture.

Stemma of the Apocalypse

It will be observed from the proposed stemmatic history that
llrc group M" stands closest to the autograph. This is the Sroup
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identified as K by Schmid and, for purposes of the apparatus of the
Majority Text, includes the witness of the tenth-century uncial 046
and seventy-three minuscule manuscripts. (For a list of these with
both the standard designations and the numbers assigned to them
by Hoskier, see p. xlv.; M" is the largest group of texts, and its
approximately twenty subgroups suggest a long transmissional
history. lt is not, however, identical with the original text.

That M" must derive from an archetype later than the
autograph can be demonstrated by at least two obvious scribal
errors. At 2:25 the family reading is olprq ou ovor€ro, instead of
oxprs ou clv r1€,o. Not only is ovor{ro unintelligible here, but it is a
transparent itacism or for q. Also,at 15:2, the family reading is er
rrls srKovos Kar €K rqg O4prou qurou instead of ex rrlg 0qprou Kqr rK
rrls srKovos crurou. That an unintentional transposition is involved
here is plain. Yet, the error is not likely to be the product of a scribe
who did not read Creek, since in order for it to be made the scribe
must be trying to write the entire phrase after a single glance at it.
Whoever this scribe was, it is hard to convict him of very many
other errors, and his text shows no demonstrable signs of
deliberate revision. There is much reason to th ink that the
prototype of the M" group stood within a copy or two of the
autograph itself.

Mb is a small but important group which often supports the
readings of M". The ten manuscripts whose evidence constitutes
the family for the apparatus of this edition fall into two
wel l-def i ned subgroups.
These are:

250-424-616-2084
172 - 1828 - 1862 - 1888 - 2018 - (2032)

All but four of these manuscripts are equipped with a shortened
form of the Andreas commentary. Those not so equipped are:172,
616,1828, and 2084. Manuscript 2O32 is very fragmentary, and
the witness of the text of Mb in the apparatus often rests on the
other nine. An Möet split will often (though not always) ref lect the
differences between the two subgroups, both of which probably
had a parental exemplar which went back independently to the
archetype of the entire family.

Mb does not share any of the M" readings which can with high
probability be assigned to scribal error. lnstead, its base text seems
to antedate Andreas and to anticipate readings later found in that
text-form. However, the more immediate parent of the Mb family
appears to have circulated in Egypt,and the group is even called
"Coptic" by Hoskier. Some of the family readings are probably
intrusions from a precursor of x, but these variants are only
occasional. On the whole, Mb evidently ref lects a very ancient base,
and the editors have not detected any convincing reason to reject
the joint testimony of M" and Mb when they concur.
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Mo comprises a large Sroup of manuscripts which, in the
pferr.nt apparatus, includes the witness of 29 documents. The text
irl M" i. e.ssentially a closed entity in which only a small amount of
tlgnif it ant variation occurs among the family members. Very many,

büf by no means all, of the maÄuscripts reflecting M" are to be

lnunrl at Athos. lt seems not unlikely that they reproduce an

lnr lr,nl and respected exemplar which was once the possession of

lhal tttonastic cen ter.

lloth Hoskier and Schmid refer to this Sroup as
,,( ornlllutensian" since it is clearly the tex_t 9f M" that was

te;rrr,scnted in the famous Complutensian .Polyglot, the New

fefl,rrnent of which was printed in 1514, though not actually

tlttulaled until some years later. ln Schmid's view,M" is a mixture

Of Anrlreas and K (M"), and in this he is no doubt correct. The

pnlficm for stemmatology is to determine which of these

i,rn,,tituent elements constitutes the base and which the intrusive

€lrrrrr,nt. The conclusion seems inescapable that the M" base was in

ict t M'. This appears from a number of considerations'

I0 begin with, M" shares two readings of M" that are probably

rrrilral fau-lts. AI 22:15 M" joins M" to read rag grlov for rro5 o
gr|ov. The article would very easily be dropped by a scribe, and

the resulting phrase is contrary to the author's usage. The sam.e

rftor is shäred also by X and A, with significant stemmatic

lmplitations for them as well. Correctors easily overlook a small

fitiirtl4 like this. Additionally, M" joins M" again in the omission of
tsr ro rErXoS curns Q1:151by homoioteleuton. Naturally both of
lherc insiänces, if viewed in isolation, might be credited to

eoirrr idence. But the additional consideration must be taken into
a((ount that if M" is the correcting element, some of the choices

tnarlc by the redactor of M" are very peculiar. Thus at 3:7, M" goes

Wllh Mi in the remarkable reading, o qvolYtrrv ror ou6er5 xleloet
Ourrlve' prl o ovotY1rrv xor ou6el5 qvolf,el. When compared with the

ttrn;,rt And'reas veisions of this, it is hard to see why a redactor

woirlrl have selected the M" text if it did not already stand in his

axrlnplar (see the apparatus for the data). The same migh! be said

gl lhtl peculiar order of words in 13:13, where M" and M" have xqt

lTtrp tvq eK Tou oupqvou xoraporvr; €,rn Tqv yqv.. lf one of the

lnoother Andreas readings had stood in the text of M" already, the

te(l,rt tor's preference heie for M" would be strange. A similar
Olrrt,rvation is pertinent to the variant *rouq epous at 13:14, the

tltoit c of which by a reviser is hardly explicable.

lly contrast, the readings in which M" joins Andreas normally
rp;r,'ai to be just such readings as a redactor would naturally pick

Up, tne balance of the data (which, of course, this discussion only
bit('f ly considers) strongly favors the conclusion that M" is

fUnrlamentally an M" text heavily reworked in the direction of
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Andreas. lf this is so, M" can add nothing to the resolution of the
textual problems of the Apocalypse. This conclusion has already
been reached by Schmid.

Md and Me are subgroups of the family of manuscripts
associated with the commentary of Andrew, bishop of Caesarea,in
Cappadocia. The life and work of Andrew are usually assigned to
the late sixth and early seventh centuries. This may well be too late,
but in any event the text-form which Andrew used is much older.
The conclusion of a fourth-century date for the Andreas type is
necessitated by the observation (made by both Schmid and
Bousset) that many of the corrections of x by x'are from this type.
Since x' is the siglum assigned to the nearly contemporaneous
correctors of N's text, the exemplar they employed must be at least
as old as x itself. That it was, in fact, much older is not improbable.
ln any case, Andrew himself was likely enough to have utilized the
most respected manuscript available to him as the text on which he
commented. There is no reason why the parental exemplar of the
Andreas text-type could not go back well into the second century.

But, as Schmid has also concluded, the Andreas text-form is a

recension in which many of its readings are gratuitous revisions of
the original text. These revisions often reflect either a stylistic
improvement or a reverential embellishment. Thus at 1:11 , Andreas
has the addition, €yto €rpr ro A ror ro O o [1p<oro5 Kqr o EoXoroq,
drawn from22:13 (cf. 21 6). The repeated addition of oyyelog in
chapter 16 is another example of the reviser(s) at work. The
original text reads oyyelo5 in 16:3 only, but the Andreas redactor
added it in 16:4,8, 10,12, and 17.Md completes the process by
adding it also at16:2 (as does Mb). The reverse process appears in
jn7, A, C, and x", where the oyyelog of 16:3 is deleted in
conformity to the other locations. Only M" has a reading not
readily explicable as a scribal correction, for what scribe would be
likely to add cyyeloq for the second instance only? Yet the
resulting text is stylistically good: "the first ..., the second angel
. . ., the third . . ., the fourth . . ., and so on. This is where we meet
the work of the original author.

There is no substantial reason to believe that Andreas and M"
have any stemmatic relationship to each other except in the
original itself. ln the present editors' view, the readings in which
Andreas andM" concur are to be treated as original. MdandM" are
cited separately to exhibit the fact that their mutual prototype was
closer to M" than either of them is individually. For the purposes of
the apparatus of this edition, the text of Md was determined by the
witness of thirteen manuscripts, and the text of M" by the witness
of twenty-four(seeTables, p.xlvf .). The reconstruction of the text
of Andreas which Schmid has published (Studien, l, Part 1) more
nearly ref lects M". But it is probable that Md at times preserves the
original Andreas text as at 2:21 , which reads, Kqr ou OeÄer
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pßrCIvorloor with Ma b c. M" has lost the phrase, but the comment of
Anrlrr,w here suggests he knew it.

I irrally, it is necessary to consider the character of the Egyptian

wltn(,ssr.s Dtt, N, A, and C. That these texts pair off in the way
irhrrrirl suggests need not be disputed. pa7 andtr are one branch of
lhe f,rrnily, and n and C are another. But Schmid's judgment that A
anrlc ru; resent a kind of "neutral text" for the Apocalypse must be

tefetlt,cl. ln fact, all four of these witnesses are in reality mixed

lallr of Andreas and M". A number of minuscules of the same

rhdt,rrl(.r augment the representatives of this text-form. Those

whk h lloskier investigated are the following (related manuscripts
rrp lirrked by hyphens): 1006-1 841-2O4O, 1678-1778-2020-2080,
tlfi I )062,1611, 1854,2050, and 2329. Schmid claims 2344 as a

valu,rlrlc addition to the minuscule allies of the Egyptian texts.
\chmid's evidence that both Andreas and K are older than x

ttetrrl rt<rt be repeated here (cf. Studlen, l, Part 2:121-135). His

dlgrrrrrents are persuasive. lt remains only to observe that if these

lpXl furrms already antedate and influence tl, it is even more

lrrulr,rlrle that they would likewise influence the texts of e and C
whrr h are later than x by perhaps a century. That e and C could
tornr,how be the repositories of a relatively "neutral" text over
tgairrsl the remainder of the Creek tradition is improbable on its
lart,, A few examples of the inferiority of the text represented in

lfie lgyptian witnesses must suffice to illustrate their secondary
t hatat t er.

()f considerable interest are three variants of a similar nature.
lht,rt'arJing adopted in the text of this edition is given f irst.

5:12 rqv 6uvo;flv Kqt Tw rrÄouTov Kol oo(plqv xcl toyuv etc.

M"b
trlv 6uvc;lv Ks! rrÄourov etc. Mc d € xA, TR Cr

9:15 srs rrlv topqv *o':51!u rlpepov Kdr Frlvcx Kar

Evrcurov M" b

sts rrlv opov Kql rnv rlpspqv etc. -y" 
o

'T?;?:,?fiJ;,ilJffOT ".' M'}N'A, TR CT

l0:11 ern loorq rql errt eOv€ot Kql ylarooolS xol poolleuol
rrollor5 Mabcd

ern Äoo6 rot e0veot etc. M" p47xAc, TR Cr

ll will be observed in the texts of M" and Mb that the article or the

;lr,;rosition, or both, is repeated before the second member of the
ierir,s, but not before subsequent ones. The Egyptian witnesses,

alorrg with M', have smoothed what appears to be a stylistic
lrrr,gülarity, and the words in question are allowed to stand at the

lreginning of the series only. ln an exactly analogous variant al3'.17,
A ir,tainsihe article beforeeÄeervo5 along withM" b c ept,while it is
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deleted in M'd xc. The proposition that the repeated word or
phrase was added 

.in. all these praces by a redactor can hardly be
taken seriously. This kind of addition is without parallel. lt is clear
that the usual scribal predilection for smoothness and consistency
is at work in the elimination of the word. ln M" and Md, as the .ituä
evidence shows,..this smoothing process has only bäen p"riirrrv
carried through. lt seems crear thlt M" and Mo consistently pr"ruruä
a stylistic trait of the author that in other texts had r tuÄ0"".v i"
disappear under scribal correction. The Egyptian texts do not
perform well in these instances.

. Though it is not possible to offer more than a random
selection of examples, the inferiority of the Egyptian witnesses isnot hard to see. in other places as well Th; following lisi olvariations is worth noticing in this connection:

1:6 Baorlerov tep€ts Ma b c xAC, Cr
Boorlerg Kqt tepEtS Md ", TR

5:10 Boorler5 Kot trpsts Ms b c o ", TR
Boorletov Kqt t€p€ts A, Cr
Baorfuav Kdt t€pqretqv !t

ln these passages only M" b " have escaped the scribal tendency
toward assimilation. (c is lacking at5:10.) lnMo ", 1:6 is assimilateä
to 5:10. ln a the reverse has takön place, while on the other hand x
assimilated reperg to Boorlerov by altering it to reporer'v.

1 3:1 4 ;ü :ä?::#;Ä:'ü."yqt;-S,,* 
""Itis almost impossible to imagine a scribe inventing the reading ofM' and M". Yet its mean.ing, Lrpon ref lection, is sim"ple. The author

foresees that the second "6east" will delud e,,my o*n p"ople who
dwell on the earth." The originar omission of rouq sFous was easily
made by homoioteleuton (röug - rou5), and theieuf tur. ihu shorter
text would no doubt appeal to correclors who tended to *rp".i
interpolations.

1B:24 qrporc rrpogrlrov Kql syt1ov Ms b c o

stpq rrpogqr<ov Kot qyttrrv Md xec, TR Cr
Here the semitic plural qrporo in the vast bulk of the documents is
altered to the more normal singular byMo, tr, A, and c.

2A:12a qvor{,ov M.

lffi6::" Y;"'o'"'
qvecrlXo4oov M", TR
r;vecoyOq x

The impersonal third plural r;vorfcv, employed as a semitizing
passive equivalent, disappears everywhere bui in M". AssimilatioÄ
to the following r1v(eco)X0r1, a regular passive, has occurred.
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I l:4 Kor e €clerrqer ort suro)v ficrv 6clxpuov qrro ro)v
ogOolpov trurorv Ma bpt

:: :i'J,? r *y'tff t#,{i,:l:" ::J r.,, v
og0alp<ov ourü)v MePt (€K f or orro A), TR

f he pronominal redundancy involved in orr quro)v . . . our<ov is

rgailr rcclolent of Semitic speech. lts correction by scribes was to be
lnlir ipated, as was also the reverential addition of o Oeo5. lf arr
our(dv tlid not stand in the original text, it is hard to imagine
dhyorrr' wishing to add it. Clearly, the scribes' proclivity for
pllmitt.rting seeming roughness in the author's style is once again at
Work

f'hc question remains, however, on which side of the stemma
lhe lgyptian texts should be placed. The solution to this problem is

alrlr.tf lry the group 1006-1841-2040 which, as Schmid also saw,
ltelongs among the witnesses to the text found in the old
tnarruscripts. Significantly, at 15:2 the f amily reads the erroneous
lratrrglosition of M" mentioned earlier, eK rrls stKovos Kol sK TrlS

ll4prou ourou. (The manuscripts 1006-1841 , however, drop the
lwkward ourou.) This suggests that the Egyptian family of texts is

rlecrended from M", though naturally the offending transposition
her been corrected in most of them. Nevertheless, the many
dlfr{r(.ments which pa7, tr, A, and c share with M'against Andreas
rarr lhen be explained as survivals of their base text. Thus an
cgr(,('ment like the one at 22:'15, where the article after rrc5 is

rho;l;x'd by M" ", t(, and A (though x also transposes cprl<rrv xor
ttorrrrv), sharplysets one side of the f amily tree of the Apocalypse
rrffrurlst the other. ln the same waythe agreementof p47 withM'b,
In rr,arJing the Semitizing construction er rou Kofivou at 15:8, is

agairr lhe survival in one Egyptian manuscript of the M" base
rrrrtliflg lost by the others. The scribal correctors could not resist
Inrproving this to render it as the regular genitive (-er rou) after
ryt:pro0r1.

l:urther analysis of the textual problems of the Apocalypse
t drrnot be undertaken here except to mention three famous
rptrrious readings that have found favor at one time or another.
lhrrr the reading fu0ov for fuvov at 15:6, supported by n, C, and
nllrers, is clearly a scribal blunder,despite its defense by Hort (cf.
A'r rqv qyCIrrrlv for r4v yqv at 12:12!). The singular reading of a at

'r 
(l (-qpcs) cannot possibly be correct. The loss of individual

wor<ls in the manuscripts is the most common of all scribal faults.
1f11, llossibility that a fifth-century text here preserves the original
dß,rinst the rest of the Creek tradition is infinitesimally small.
Itrrally, the reading ofio o &)v Kqr o rlv . . . is an error of the same
krrrrl in which the nomen sacrLrm form OY was particularly
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susceptible to accidental omission. Comparison with the following
constructions in verses 4b and 5 will show that the nominative is

used for the apposition with a word in the oblique case (cf.
Studien,l, Part 2:D9-a0). The author originally wrote: qrro Oeou o
(r)v Kor o rlv K(xr o tpxoFevos.

ln the apparatus of the Revelation text, the siglum M stands for
the consens'us of M" o ", while Wl represents M" plus any three of
the remaining four groups. Often lll represents all five groups. But
the constituents of M remain always the same whenever three
groups divide against the two others. The def ection of either Mb or
M" effectively negates the use of this siglum. This was true of Mb,
despite its small size numerically, because it stood at the top of the
stemma on the branch opposite that of M". But also M",
notwithstanding its secondary character, is a witness to the M" type
of text whenever they agree. The concurrence of all three
produced both numerically and stemmatically a Majority Text
reading in the truest sense.

As was the case with John 7:53-8:11, the Apocalypse apparatus
was not divided into two parts. To have done so would have
complicated the reader's efforts to compare the data with the
proposed stemmatic reconstruction. Additionally, the number of
disagreements with the Oxford Textus Receptus was much greater
than in the other books of the New Testament. Thus the size of the
first level of apparatus would have been much enlarged in any
event. The inclusion of everything in a single apparatus, despite its
fullness, seemed the only sensible procedure.

Aswith JohnT:53-8:1-1, when a familygroupiscited, it may be
inferred that a substantial majority of its representatives concur. A
partim designation indicates a significant split. lf only one partim
citation appears for the group in question, the remainder of its
members may be too divided to cite for another reading.
Alternatively, where !ül or M appear, the remainder of the group
(or most of it) might be comprehended within these sigla.

Due to the more precise information furnished by Hoskier, it
was possible to include a larger number of spelling variations in the
Apocalypse apparatus. But even here the variations on the
movable nu are treated as they were in the other parts of the New
Testament.

A few smaller families of texts are ignored in the apparatus of
this edition, along with the minuscule allies of the older Egyptian
witnesses, and some isolated texts not easily identified with one of
the main groupings. lt was not felt that any of the excluded
witnesses would alter the basic shape of the stemmatic
reconstruction of the Apocalypse. For the convenience of the
reader, the manuscripts whose testimony was taken into account
for the fiveM groups are listed in the Table of Manuscript Families
(p. xlvf.). ln the list, the standard New Cregory numbers are
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lfven lirst and are followed by the numerical identif ications used

Ity I lorkior.

STYLE CONSIDERATIONS

lhc format, typography, and punctuation of the Creek New

fprtarn.nr ,+rroraitri|o it"'Maiority fexr were chosen to produce

inu ffr,,.tost possiblJclarity and beauty, as well as to promote ease

nl rearling, especially for ngw..students of creek. The typeface

rsl€ctr.rl is noted iot iir readability, and since it is not italicized like

tnany Creek typlfaces, it is especially ap.pealing t-t those

r.i,.t,,,.,.'".1 to' 'languages in t!" Roman alphabet' For easy

fFfprenc. trre veise 
.nrüuu* 

in the present work are located at

Hugtouings of verses, rather than in the margin'
'-- " inglirtt Subtities. Studies in psychology of learn ing

dpmonstrate that-the classical langu"g"t' Uqinq highly inflected

tnd dif ficult f or most modurnr, .r""rnöre easily learned when the

plragr,r'hs are iniioau."a with sugg.estive titles in a living

H;[il; i6ä q ui.lty u nderstood. rngliih titles trigger the brain to

üperl the uo.uüuilry one. is likely to .encounter in such a

Fnleßra'h. Care has bäen taken to make the titles objective and

ä;;;;i;.in"i tnrn 
-inteipretiue. 

Chief ly in the gospels the reader

wlll also find cross-ref eiences underneath many paragraph.titles'

ih;.;; ßiv; paralLel or related par.agraphs in the ot,her gos.pels and

äii,uriährlly elsewhere. lt stroutd not be assumed that the cross-

f€fere,nce is necessarily to the same incident or occasion, although

ll ofton is.

Punctuation. As is generally known' the most ancient New

Iprlament r"nur.üpts "had viriually no. punctuation, and only

fredtr,rlly *"r" 
'uiriäu, 

breaks indicated' The period and the

folnm.lareusedinCreekasinotherlanSuages.oftheworld,but
the little dot above the line is used för both a colon and a

lenrir olon. ff,ese inäe marks of punctuation have been retained'
()ne punc,*iion mark has been changed and one has been

rdderl, lt was decided that since the Greek question mark (;) is so

wldely used for;;;1".. break in most languages, it would be help-

t;1'1,,'rt.grlace it üv lr'ä rrmost universally uie! ouestion mark' Today

pVen ll.brew u#s this question mark. While a student eventually

€ofn(,s to associate whai to him looks like a semicolon with the

Itiea.f a questiä;,;i n"u",' achieves the impact of the universal

motlt'rn q uest ion mark'
llwasalsoconsideredthatinamoderneditionoftheNew

f€ttrrmt'nt there should be at least some sentences ending with an

:Itl.tmationmark.Whilewidespreaduseofthissymbolwouldbe
loolish, a caref ul and judicious employm.ent of it seems helpful' lt

lr hr,rr, used less than in the cerman tradition and more than in the

Brltirh. certainly there are some sentences, especially in the
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Apostle Paul, that are exciting enough for an exclamation mark. As
the English writer, Dorothy L. Sayers, expressed it, referring to the
lncarnation,"lf this isn't exciting, f or heaven's sake, what is?"

Quotation Marks. lt has not been traditional to use quotation
marks in the Creek Testament except, in some editions, for
quotations from the Old Testament. Experience has shown that
Greek and Latin classics are easier for students to read when
quoted material and conversations are indicated by some sort of
quotation marks. Surely in the classic of classics of Christendom,
the Creek New Testament, advantage should be taken of this
helpful device.

Not only have quotation marks been used, but in a

conversation of two or more speakers, each new speaker's words
are indented. ln such dialogues as those of our Lord with
Nicodemus in John 3, and with the Samaritan woman in John 4, the
frequent clear indication of change of speaker adds clarity and
interest to the reading. Because Semitic style tends to be very clear
in introducing speakers, or even redundant f rom a western
viewpoint, when there is no indication of a new speaker it has
been assumed that the quotation continues until there is a clear
break.

While English quotation marks are used for ordinary
quotations, French quotation marks, called guillemets, are
implemented to distinguish Old Testament quotations in this New
Testament.

Old Testament Quotations. Complete agreement as to what
constitutes an Old Testament quotation is impossible, since many
of the quotations are not word for word, and others are from a
translation of the Old Testament. Many, however, are quite
obviously direct quotations rather than allusions or merely the use
of Old Testament language. The references for Old Testament
quotations are given at the bottom of the page, below the second
apparatus.

Capitalization. The most ancient manuscripts of the New
Testament were written in all-capital letters (uncials), and these
later were replaced by the so-called minuscule script in which
everything was written in what today might be called lower-case
letters. ln minuscule texts the beginnings of sections were often
marked by larger letters, a practice reflected in most current
printed Creek texts by capitals. lt has become fashionable in recent
decades to capitalize less and less, and so even the word for Cod is
not capitalized in most modern Creek Testaments. A common
practice is to capitalize the f irst sentence in a paragraph and certain
sentences within the paragraph. The editors decided that it is very
arbitrary to capitalize the opening words of some sentences and
not others; so all sentences in this edition begin with a capital
letter. lt was also decided that the Christian tradition of
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r'a;rll,rltrrng the names of the persons of the Trinity would be

'rllrwr.rl 
in the pr"r""iwork. Also capitalized "tu.Tott 

of the titles

rrl rtrtt lor<1, such as "Alpha and Oml-fu"' "Son of Man"' and several

tunrr. lltt' ,rncie;, ;;"uscripts ind]cated so-called holy names

{trrttturt,t s,tcra) i; ; ipecial' way' and it was considered that

httllrrltlir(apitalization'wasasuitablecounterparttothisancient
Itttltltutt.

PrleticForm.QuotationsfromthePsalmsandotherpoetic
ltrttlh,ll\ tlf the Old Testament' as well as a few New Testament

*,lr,r lrrtts that .1u*.,'r in high literary language' such as the

Hrraltlt{*'s, .r" iJ"ntiti"A b/ contemporary poetic structure'

$!nr,t,rlly with th""l"ii'.rigl" indented and iustified. Quotations

th'rlrr lhan two lines u, u rü1" are not indented, except where they

tl(ttl|ttraserieswithlongerquotutions(seethequotationsof
I lrr trt ,tt H is temPtation)'

lltles. fhe tiif ei of if," books of the New Testament are those

ln gt'rlt'r,ll rnoU"in-u*' N" effort was made to consult the textual

Irerlrtrorr, eithe, räitnur" or for the subscriptions which so often

cfrpr',rr in the;;;;;;;ts at the-ends of books' lt cannot be

d|ttltrrt.t|thatthesuperscriptionsandsubscriptionsfoundinthe
{ir*,k rnanuscripts Äave tÄe same transmissional history as the

Irrailrr\( ripts trremielves. Their use could too easily be inf luenced

Ity hrr.rl traditio;;;J piactice in the period Y!:l-lh" 
manuscripts

wert'topied. Nevertheless they are wbrthy of special study for the

ltglrttltt,ymaysl.redonthehistoryofthetext.Butsuchastudylies
iiäv,,t,,t the scope of the present edition'

CONCLUSION

lltt,CreekNewrestamentAccordingto.theMajoritylextis
1||t,rr,nted ., . iurir..ter contribution 1o trt"e history of the textual

riltrrism of the New Testament. we ioin all who,have labored in

t'* rlt,manding ii*lpfi"" in .Omitting that,the.history is by no

nl(.ril1\ c<lmplete. The'work .un r"uu|. üe tinat until we are assured

ul ltoltling a replica of the autographs of the New Testament in our

Itatrt ls.

llrt,l)resentvolumeembodiesovertwenty-fiveyearsof
rt'rly irr the f ief i'ot'texluil criticii*. nia"O by the resources of other

rr llol,rrs named herein, and the inJut,ty of many dedicated minds

ottrlltattcls,theeditorshaveexaminedandorganizedtheevidence
wlrrr lr lrersrud"s-them of the validity of the maiority approach to

IFrolving, the t"*tuuiirrues of the New Testament. we believe that

teltrrh and open-mlnded coniideration of the data by others

errrrrrsrcd *,tr.,uiÄ"";;;üä ir""* Testamenr texrual criticism will

t ottlirtn rlur conclusions'
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rn the meantime the words of rsaiah, as. quoted by the Apostre
i""-f:tä"i.:T!:? ;r 

;;'o;;;gä"n' to arr ;h;-;"'ue a precise
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